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News and helpful information from your friends at AmeriWeb Hosting

March 2023

WEB NEWS

AmeriWeb DOES NOT Raise Prices for 2023!

In today's world, rising prices are the norm. We are extremely proud
to announce we are NOT raising our prices again this year.

Like all small businesses, we monitor our costs vs prices, and watch
our net profit carefully. While our per server expenses have risen, we
are find it more cost effective to increase our site capacity so more
websites fit on each server without any performance degradation.

This is accomplished through both physical means (faster CPUs,
faster and larger drives), and through better software (PHP8.2 is
faster and more secure, better cache software, faster and more
secure DNS), and through other methods that make websites more
efficient overall.

We are working hard for you!
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How to Compress Files

When sending a file via email, or listing it on your website, smaller is
almost always better. Here are some free resources to reduce the size
of your files without lowering your resolution:

Compress PDF Files - Reduce the size
Compress JPG Image Files - Compress for faster loading
Convert to WEBP - Produces the smallest images available

Each is drag and drop easy. One item to note, while they all provide a
free service, they earn income when you click on links found on their
page. Watch for confusing links! And remember, it is all a part of the
internet game.

 

MARKETING

DDoS Attack in February

Some of our sites use an external DNS vendor who offers fast and
secure services. Some of their sought-after benefits are Bot Filtering,
a sophisticated cache system, and DDoS protection.

A DDoS attack is an attack meant to overpower the server and your
site. We use Cloudflare, one of the industry leaders, and automatically
implement it on many of our customer sites. Not all sites require this
added protection, so it is not set up on all sites.

If you would like a review of your site DNS please contact us.
AmeriWeb Hosting does not charge for this service.

Cloudflare took on a record-breaking DDoS attack in February - They
report mitigating a record-breaking 71 million request-per-second
DDoS attack over one weekend. The company revealed the attacks
were HTTP/2-based and originating from more than 30,000 IP
addresses. Some of the victims include a popular gaming provider,
cryptocurrency companies, hosting providers, and cloud computing
platforms. The attacks originated from numerous cloud providers, and
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Cloudflare has been working with them to crack down on the botnet.

Our own sites do not appear to be affected, altho an attack of this
size does tend to perceptively slow down the internet.

ASK A TECH

Q: Is there an inexpensive way to create a web site for a novice?
A:AmeriWeb offers a site builder to create professional looking
websites quickly and easily. Select from 500 templates, create and
name your pages, position your copy where you want it to appear,
and click PUBLISH. Our site builder uploads your site automatically.
No FTP worries! Best of all, sites are responsive (works well on
cellphones) and you can edit them as often as you like.

Our sitebuilder is free with hosting. READ MORE HERE

 

AmeriNews is published approximately 10 times a year
by AmeriWeb Hosting for our customers, friends and those curious about our business.

If you have a question for our ASK A TECH section, email it to
support@ameriwebhosting.com
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